Vibration energy harvesting is the transformation of vibration energy to electrical energy. The motivation of this work is to use vibration energy harvesting to power wireless sensors that could be used in inaccessible or hostile environments to transmit information for condition health monitoring. Although considerable work has been done in the area of energy harvesting, there is still a demand for making a robust and small vibration energy harvesters from random excitations in a real environment that can produce a reliable amount of energy. Parametrically excited harvesters can have time-varying stiffness. Parametric amplification is used to tune vibration energy harvesters to maximize energy gains at system superharmonics, often at twice the first natural frequency. In this paper the parametrically excited harvester with cubic and cubic parametric nonlinearity is introduced as a novel work. The advantages of having cubic and cubic nonlinearity are explained theoretically and experimentally.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, different vibration-based energy harvesting methods have been introduced.
1, 2 The motivation of this work is to use vibration energy harvesting to power wireless sensors that could be used in inaccessible or hostile environments to transmit information for condition health monitoring. Linear vibration energy harvesters are based on a vibrating mechanical structure, usually with additional seismic mass, where the driving force is applied parallel to the direction of the oscillatory displacement. In linear single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems, the maximum displacement occurs at the resonance frequency, hence linear harvesters generate the most energy when the natural frequency of the device is equal to the excitation frequency. Consequently, a small change in the excitation frequency can reduce the amount of harvested power. This restricts the development and performance of linear harvesters. In order to improve the performance of existing harvesters, different methods for tuning and broadening the bandwidth of the harvester have been proposed. [3] [4] [5] [6] A physical system subject to an external load which appears in the equation of motion in the form of periodic time-variant parameter can be considered as a parametrically excited system. 7 Parametric excitation has been observed in cable-stayed bridges due to support, deck or tower motions. 8 Energy harvesting from directly-excited non-parametric systems has been studied extensively, but not much work has been done in exploiting parametric excitation in the context of vibration energy harvesting.
9-12 Jia et al. 13 investigated the use of parametric excitation in MEMS vibration energy harvesters in order to increase the power density which is limited by damping. An increase in the power density and frequency bandwidth for the parametrically excited MEMS vibration energy harvester was achieved. However, despite a careful design, a damping-dependent initiation threshold was still a limiting factor.
In this paper, the dynamic behavior of a parametrically excited beam is considered and its potential exploitation for the problem of energy harvesting is investigated. This system can be a representative for real structures under parametric resonance, such as cable-stayed bridges or marine flexible risers. The cubic and cubic parametric nonlinearity effect in parametrically excited system is explained analytically and experimentally. The advantage of having nonlinearity in order to reduce the unbounded amplitude of the linear Mathieu equation is shown in the experimental results. The system only has decaying and steady-state responses when cubic and cubic nonlinearity exists. The free response study of the nonlinear parametrically excited system has been mentioned in few work, although the forced responses were explained in several publications. [14] [15] [16] The voltage across the optimum resistive load parallel with the piezoelectric sensor is measured to find the average dissipated power. The Root Mean Square power (RMS power) for a parametrically excited harvester at different frequency is compared.
METHODOLOGY

The method of averaging for solving a nonlinear system with a time-varying coefficient
The governing nonlinear parametrically exited differential equation is
where z (t) is the mass displacement, m t is the total mass, c t is the total viscous damping coefficient, ε is the bookmark term, k 1 is the constant stiffness, k p1 is the parametric stiffness with the parametric frequency Ω, k 3 is the cubic stiffness, and k p3 is the cubic parametric stiffness. This equation represent a parametrically exited system with nonlinear terms. Eq. (1) is known as nonlinear Mathieu equation, and has been solved analytically with different methods such as multiple scales and the method of averaging. 7 Here the method of averaging is implemented based on previous work. 7, 17, 18 The method of averaging is very sensitive to the ε value; for small values of ε, which means small value of parametric and nonlinear terms, this method solves the nonlinear Mathieu equation accurately. In this paper, this method is used for a large ε, and the result is verified with a numerical method. Normalizing Eq. (1) with the total mass m t yields
where δ = ′ represents a quantity differentiated with respect to τ . Normalization in this way results in
The parametric frequency Ω varies around the reference frequency Ω 0 thus
Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) leads to a set of equations which are then simplified using the Taylor expansions (1 − ε∆)
, and ignoring high order terms.
If ε = 0, the solution of Eq (3) are known, they are linear combination of cos(τ ) and sin(τ ). This linear combination can be written as
where a and ϕ are the constant amplitude and the phase which they can be determined from initial conditions. The frequency relation ωn Ω0 = κ is used here for simplification. If ε = 0 based on the method of Lagrange "variation of constant", we can assume that the solution can still be written in the above form but the amplitude and phase a and ϕ are now function of time. 19 Hence, the complementary solution of the final simplified nonlinear equation (Eq. (3)) is a linear combination of cos (Φ (τ )) and sin (Φ (τ )), which can be written as
where Φ (τ ) = κτ + ϕ (τ ), and
Substituting Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) into Eq. (3) results an equation which can be solved for a ′ (τ ) and ϕ ′ (τ ). a ′ (τ ) and ϕ ′ (τ ) are the averaged by assuming a (τ ) and ϕ (τ ) are changing slowly. a ′ (τ ) and ϕ ′ (τ ) are averaged over one period T = 2π Ω . The resulting averaged equation can be integrated respect to τ to find the a (τ ) and ϕ (τ ) for a given κ and reference frequency Ω 0 . The steady-state behavior of the system can be recovered from the set of a ′ (τ ) and ϕ ′ (τ ) by setting (a ′ , ϕ ′ ) = (0, 0) and solving for steady state values of a and ϕ. The resulting solution is an approximation of the original solution. This method has been studied for the solution of the undamped and damped Mathieu equations. 
Hence the solution based on the first approximation Eq. (5) is
a and Φ are constant and they are replaced by a 0 and Φ 0 to show they are based on the initial conditions.
In the time domain, where (κτ = ω n t),
which is a decaying solution.
2.3 Second condition: κ = 
where ε∆ = − Ω 2ωn + 1. The steady state solutions are given by a ′ (τ ) = ϕ ′ (τ ) = 0. If a 0 = 0 in Eq. (12) is zero, then a ′ (τ ) = 0 but this means z(τ ) = 0. Therefore, when a 0 = 0 the system has trivial solutions, and has non-trivial solutions otherwise. 
and sin(2ϕ 0 ) and cos(2ϕ 0 ) are
When ϕ ′ (τ ) = 0, from Eq. (13)
Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (17) yields the following relation for ε∆
where ε∆ = − Ω 2ωn + 1. This equation can be solved for a 0 to be used for amplitude-frequency relation. If we solve this equation for a 0 , two solutions will be found.
Stability of steady-state solutions
The stability of a linear time-varying system, such as when α = 0 and γ = 0 in Eq. (3), does not need to be determined with Lyapunov theorem stability criteria due to its relative simplicity. 20, 21 The solution of linear parametrically excited is stable if it is decaying in time and is unstable otherwise. 20, 21 However for a nonlinear system, such as the cubic-nonlinear system in Eq. (3) when α = 0 and γ = 0, we consider the small variation which can be added to the amplitude and the phase and then look at the state of the solutions. Hence, let a = a 0 + u and ϕ = ϕ 0 + v, and substituting them into Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) results in set of equations which they can be linearized by ignoring higher terms of u and v and uv. After linearization the set of equations are
the eigenvalues are
The steady state phase can be calculated from Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), and the solutions are z (τ ) = a 0 cos (κτ + ϕ 0 ) when κ = 1 2 . In the case that two amplitudes, a 01 and a 02 , nne of the solutions can be stable and the other one is the unstable solution. The stability of the parametrically excited system with nonlinear parameter Eq. (1) can be found using the eigenvalues in Eq. (20) . Since ε (20) is always positive and negligible. Due to this, the following statements hold
• If cos(2ϕ 0 ) > 0 then the eigenvalues can be positive real and negative real, hence an unstable solution exists.
• If cos(2ϕ 0 ) < 0 then eigenvalues are imaginary and negative real part, hence a stable solution exists.
• If cos(2ϕ 0 ) = 0 then the eigenvalues are negative and real, hence a stable solution exists.
The amplitude-frequency relations from Eq. (18) are found to be
where j 1 and j 2 are
Based on the stability of the non-trivial solutions, the solutions are
• z (t) 1 = a 0,1 cos (ω n t + ϕ 0 ) when ϕ 0 > 0 or ϕ 0 = 0, which is stable.
• z (t) 2 = a 0,2 cos (ω n t + ϕ 0 ) when ϕ 0 < 0, which is unstable.
Stability and transition curve
With regards to the linear time-varying system for a given value of normalized parametric stiffness δ and the frequency ratio Ω ωn , there are bounded and unbounded solutions. If the solution is bounded then the corresponding point in the δ and Ω ωn parameter space is stable. 22 If the solution is unbounded (It can be exponentially growing), then the corresponding point in εδ and Ω ωn parameter plane is unstable. Unstable solutions occur when the parametric frequency is near and at the natural frequency (Ω ≈ ω n ), near and at twice the natural frequency (Ω ≈ 2ω n ), and at smaller ratios of the natural frequency. For the nonlinear parametrically excited system steady-state solutions exist. Trivial and non-trivial solutions of a nonlinear system can be stable or unstable as it explained in Section 2.3.2. Normalized parametric stiffness δ and frequency ratio Ω ωn relation can be found when the system has non-trivial solution by substituting ε∆ = 1 − Ω 2ωn into Eq. (18), and solving for εδ as follows
This equation shows where the system in Eq. (2) has steady-state solutions. This equation is called the transition curve for the nonlinear parametric system. Although the transition curve shows where the system has steadystate solutions, it is not sufficient to identify where the solution is unstable. In order to find out where in the transition curve the unstable solutions exist, we should map the amplitude-frequency response plot along with the transition curve plot. From Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), the amplitude-frequency relation is plotted in Fig. 1 . The lower plot in Fig. 1 is the analytical amplitude-frequency response of Eq. (2) when ζ = 0.0316, ω n = 31.62Rads
and γ = 80m −2 . The stable non-trivial solutions (the upper line) were also found numerically using ODE45. The lower line (dash-dot) shows the unstable solutions that could not be found numerically. The cubic nonlinearity in the system is a hardening nonlinearity, hence the curve is shifted towards higher frequencies.
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When a 0 = 0, the effect of nonlinearity will be zero as the nonlinear terms are amplitude dependent and the system can be treated as a linear time-varying system. However a 0 = 0 does not mean that the system cannot be unstable; it will become unstable as a result of the parametric term in Eq. (2). For the case a 0 = 0, the transition curve from Eq. (25) can be calculated and plotted. The solid grey transition curve in Fig. 1 (top) shows the transition curve for a linear parametrically excited system when a 0 = 0. For the linear parametrically excited system, unbounded unstable solutions exist inside the transition curve, and bounded solutions exist outside. At εδ = 0.25 on the transition curve, the system is unstable when the frequency ratio is 1.9 ≤ Ω ωn ≤ 2.1. From the amplitude-frequency relation in Fig. 1 it can be seen that unstable solutions exist when a 0 = 0 and 1.9 ≤ Ω ωn ≤ 2.1. Two lines from the transition curve to the amplitude-frequency plot shows the area in which the unstable trivial solutions exist. Instability of a linear parametrically excited systems has been discussed in other work.
22, 24
When a 0 = 0 and non-trivial solutions exist, the corresponding transition curve can be found from Eq. (25) . The transition curve is also dependent on a 0 ; the nonlinear transition curve for a 0 = 0.02m is plotted as the top dashed black curve in Fig. 1 . The transition curve is shifted to the right relative to the linear transition curve as a result of the hardening nonlinearity, and is also shifted down as a result of the cubic parametric nonlinearity. This change is explained and measured experimentally in Section 3.
At εδ = 0.25 value on the transition curve, the nonlinear system has a steady-state response for the frequency ratio 1.9 ≤ Ω ωn ≤ 2.1. The two vertical lines from the transition curve to the amplitude-frequency plot shows the corresponding amplitude-frequency plot. From the amplitude-frequency plot, stable and unstable solutions can be found when 2.1 ≤ Ω ωn ≤ 2.17. Hence in the transition curve there is an area in which the system has stable and unstable solutions. The transition curve at εδ = 0.25 and 1.93 ≤ Ω ωn ≤ 2.1 has only one trivial solution which is stable. For 2.1 ≤ Ω ωn ≤ 2.17 in the transition curve, both stable and unstable solutions exist. The area in the transition curve for a nonlinear system where non-trivial solutions exist are shaded in grey. This area can also be found analytically based on the difference between transition curves for the linear and nonlinear systems. The width (w) for a linear transition curve can be found as a function of excitation frequency from Eq. (25) when a 0 = 0. The phase-portrait plot for some points in transition curve would explain the behavior of the solutions, this will be considered for looking at the solutions in details.
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The relation between the amplitude-frequency plot and the transition curve clarifies the difference between the transition curve for a linear parametrically excited and a nonlinear parametrically excited system. This will enable the experimental transition curve for a nonlinear system to be plotted based on the characteristic of the nonlinear system. Experimentally speaking, only the non-trivial stable solutions can be captured.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to validate the analytical model outlined in the previous sections, it is necessary to devise an experimental model from which average dissipated powers can be obtained. The performance of this experimental model will determine the feasibility of the analytical model for designing a piezoelectric vibration energy harvester. This model consists of an electromagnetic system, which emulates the stiffness of the parametrically excited system. A cantilever beam acts as a harvester which can be excited from the base from the structure. Fig. 2(a) shows the experimental set-up used to generate the periodic electromagnetic stiffness on a cantilever beam. A signal generator and a LAMBDA Zup 10-20 amplifier were used to generate DC and AC current through the coils. A QUATTRO Data Physics DAQ and NI DAQ systems were used to record data. The beam displacement was measured by a POLYTECH OFV056 laser vibrometer. An aluminium support was used to clamp the cantilever beam in a fixed orientation and location. In order to decrease the vertical movement of the beam, the beam has to be precisely located between the axis of the two coils. This position was adjusted by entering the attractive mode of the magnets, and returning to the repulsion mode once the centered state is reached. The data in this paper was recorded when the electromagnetic system was 0.34 m away from the support end. The vibrometer reads the velocity of the beam at the tip. The electromagnetic system and the beam configuration are provided in Table 1 .
An electromagnetic system is used to emulate the time-variant stiffness in the experimental model. The electromagnetic device consists of a pair of magnets and a pair of coils used to alter the stiffness of the cantilever beam as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The pair of magnets are fixed to the beam and the pair of coils is fixed to a wood support. The coils have the same number of turns and winding direction. In order to emulate the extra stiffness in the beam, the mutual acting forces between the coils and magnets cause the electromagnetic device to act like a spring 2(b). If the magnets and coils are repulsive, the magnets and the attached beam return to their equilibrium position when the beam is displaced. In this case the stiffness produced by the electromagnetic device is positive. If the magnets are reversed, an attractive force is generated and negative stiffness is obtained. The negative stiffness comes from the fact that the attractive force pushes the magnet away from equilibrium position. The time-varying stiffness is proportional to the current through the coil. The electromagnetic system, the magnets and coils are shown in Fig. 2(b) . The magnetic field produced by the coils and the magnets can be calculated assuming that the coils are perfect and identical solenoids and that the magnets constitute a magnetic dipole. In Fig. 2(c) the cantilever beam between the two magnets are considered to be at equilibrium when the two coils are traversed by the same current, the magnets are positioned at the same distance h from the dipole, and the magnetic field produced by the coils causes no movement along the z axis. The repulsive magnetic force
where µ is the magnetic dipole moment, N is the identical coils number of turns, µ 0 is the permeability of free space, r c is the coil radius, and h is the half distance between coils. Other parameters are specified in table 1. Using the Taylor expansion about z = 0, Eq. (26) can be expressed as
where H 1 and H 2 are
, and H 2 = 5G
where G is 
Shunted optimal load resistance (Ropt) 1 MOhm
Considering the interaction of the dynamics of the beam with the electromagnetic system, the simplified single degree of freedom system motion equation is same as Eq. (1) where parameters k 1 , k p1 , k 3 and k p3 as a function of currents are
27 where k b is the beam stiffness independent of the electromagnetic system. I DC and I AC are the DC current and AC current flow in the coils. The current in the coil is I c = I DC + I AC cos(Ωt) with frequency of Ω. For simplicity, expressions involving the quantities k 1 , k p , k 3 , and k p3 will not explicitly state that they relate to current. During the experimental tests, the electromagnetic system was positioned in repulsion mode, which resulted in a positive stiffness in the cantilever beam. Impact testing was carried out to determine the natural frequency for different DC currents. An impulsive excitation was applied to the cantilever beam by an instrumented hammer. The displacement at the tip of the beam was measured using a laser vibrometer.
The first natural frequency of the cantilever beam with the electromagnetic system can be found using the Rayleigh Energy Method as
where
and where m b is the mass of the beam, m m is the combined mass of the magnets, E is the Young's modulus, I m is the moment of inertia, l 1 is the distance of the magnets and the coils with respect to the fixing point, and λ is the wavenumber. Fig. 2 (c) illustrates some of these properties. The relationship between electromagnetic stiffness and the current flow in the coils found analytically is implemented here. From the relation between the natural frequency and electromagnetic stiffness, the current flow can be obtained in terms of the natural frequency by substituting k ext into Eq. (30) . The amplitude of both parametric, cubic and cubic parametric stiffness, are function of the distance between the coils (h). The distance h = 0.035m is chosen to check the stability of the system because at this point the system is under positive cubic and cubic nonlinearity.
Transition curve for a parametrically excited beam with cubic and cubic parametric nonlinearity
The experimental test for finding the transition curve for a system with ζ = 0.037, ω n = 34.28Rads −1 , ε = 1, and α = 195.7m −2 when I DC = 4.2A and I AC is changing at each point in the transition curve to generate different parametric stiffness δ and as a result different cubic parametric stiffness γ, were considered. Both δ and γ were function of AC current.
The analytical transition curve for a given experimental parameters ζ = 0.037, ω n = 34.28Rad s −1 , ε = 1, α = 195.7m −2 and amplitude a 0 = 0.01m based on Eq. (25) is plotted for the nonlinear system in Fig. 3a , and when a 0 = 0, it is plotted for a linear parametrically excited system. It is expected that the transition curve for the nonlinear system shifts to the right as a result of cubic nonlinearity and shifts down as a result of cubic parametric nonlinearity. This shift down decreases the instability threshold which have been a problem in making the harvester parametric in previous introduced systems in literature. 25, 29 Hence applying the cubic parametric nonlinearity is beneficial for the parametric harvester to have a steady-state response with a lower parametric amplitude. Parametric amplification has been studied for different applications in macro scale devices. 14, 30, 31 For the system introduced here, the parametric amplitude δ is a function of AC current and the sooner the system becomes parametric and reaches the instability threshold, the lower the power consumed by the parametrically excited energy harvester. The experimental results for the transition curve when the stable responses are captured shows the system has potential to generate the steady-state responses inside the transition curve plotted in Fig.  3b as long as the system is excited by an initial amplitude a 0 = 0.01m. The experimental transition curve when the system has positive cubic and cubic parametric nonlinearity. The cubic parametric nonlinearity changes as the AC current changes for each point in transition curve, which this is not included in the analytical transition curve. The analytical transition curve is plotted for a fixed cubic parametric nonlinearity which is the first point in experimental transition curve γ = 195.7m −2 .
EXPERIMENTAL AVERAGE DISSIPATED POWER AND BROADENING THE FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH
A piezoelectric element is attached to the beam near the fixed end. The element is a PZT ceramic PIC255 model, from Physik Instrumente (PI). An optimum resistive load R opt is shunted to the piezoelectric element in order to estimate the power that can be delivered to an electric load. 32 The voltage across the resistive load is used to find the dissipated power. The average dissipated power from the load resistance for one cycle T = 2π Ω is
Four different experimental tests were carried out to measure the voltage and the average power across the resistor. The specification of each test is shown in Table 2 . These four tests are considered for two different transient and steady-state cases. The parametric stiffnesses and parametric frequencies in Table 2 are chosen based on the experimental transition curve in Fig. 3b . (Fig. 4(a) ) 0.08 ωn 0.4 µW 0.31 µW Transient (Fig. 4(b) ) 0.08 2ωn 0.44 µW 0.53 µW Steady-state (Fig. 4(c) ) 0.43 ωn 0.6 µW 0.57 µW Steady-state (Fig. 4(d) ) 0.25 2ωn 8.7 µW 7.8 µW Upon comparison, the theoretical and experimental average absorbed powers are in moderate agreement. The comparison between the two steady-state cases at the natural frequency and at twice the natural frequency shows that more power can be harvested in the case where Ω = 2ω n compared with when Ω = ω n in both the experimental and analytical cases; this is due to the increased steady-state velocity. This effect results in a factor 14.5 increase in the theoretical case, and a factor 13.6 increase in the experimental case. In the transient case, an increase in dissipated power is also observed, but this result primarily shows that a parametrically excited harvester is better tuned for steady-state response.
As a result of the cubic and cubic parametric nonlinearity, the amount of power that can be harvested with the parametric harvester is not only high at the natural frequencies but is also high at other frequencies close to twice the natural frequency as inside the transition curve only steady-state responses were found. However the parametric harvester itself needs power to generate the parametric stiffness as well as the nonlinear terms which this could be improved by changing the design of the electromagnetic system to use less power and generate more. The efficiency of the electromagnetic system could be improved by increasing the number of turns in the coils and also having an magnetic field flow around the experimental setup. This will be considered as a future work.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated vibration energy harvesting from a nonlinear parametrically excited harvester. It has been shown that such systems have large amplitudes of vibrations due to their complex dynamics, that can be used for energy harvesting. An analytical model for a nonlinear parametrically excited harvester based on the method of averaging was explained. An amplitude-frequency plot was provided, showing the regions in which the dynamics of the model are stable or unstable. The responses of the system for transient and steady-state were obtained. The transition curve for the nonlinear system and its relation with the amplitude-frequency were clarified.
An experimental model of the parametrically excited vibration energy harvester was proposed, which used electromagnetic coils and magnets to emulate time-varying stiffness, and a cantilever beam as a structure. Stiffness of the system was expressed as a function of current passed through the coils of the electromagnet, and simplification of the nonlinearity term relating stiffness to current was justified. Natural frequency was then related to the stiffness, which in turn created a relationship between natural frequency and current. The analytical results were validated using experiments. The resulting experimental model was used to determine the transition curves.
In conclusion, the experimental model validated the analytical model. The transition curves obtained both analytically and experimentally were in reasonable agreement, though there were some discrepancies due to model simplifications. The peak power dissipated by the experimental model was also comparable to the equivalent analytical result, and the distribution of powers demonstrated that a harvester designed by these principles will have a degree of robustness; a slight change in the frequency of excitation will still result in some power being harvested. Ultimately, a framework has been established in which parametrically excited systems could be exploited in the design of vibration energy harvesters.
